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 cab files with... tuxlover, i think you can remove it. since it wont be any more Night_Elf: I have a few clues. It may be, if your
laptop's on-board Bluetooth device isn't working, the Bluetooth module on your motherboard is not present. The Bluetooth

adapters do not pass ACPI DSDT calls to the Linux kernel Hmm. I am not even sure that this kernel is what I'm running. TJ-,
should I report a bug report about that? HI All! I'm looking for a script that automatically suspend my ubuntu machine on wifi

connection loss. I was looking on askubuntu.com and i've found this: but I can't find it a repository with that scripts... what can I
do? Night_Elf: I don't know, possibly. If it is on your motherboard I'd report it against that package Night_Elf: If it is *not*
then I'd look at the ACPI DSDT table. Maybe the on-board Bluetooth module isn't there? HikaruBG:what is the command
curiousx: I'm not sure that is what you want. If the system is not working at all when you lose the wifi, is that the expected

behaviour? curiousx: ubuntu has a policy on this, you may want to check it (suspend on losing the connection - as I understand
it) ikonia: i would prefer a timer or cron job to suspend, rather than not to be able to work at all cron job, in what way?

curiousx: what OS version are you using 12.04 interesting how are you connected to the internet? (for the cronjob) curiousx:
you should be using a real network manager - such as network-manager-gnome to control how the 82157476af
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